
Friederike Pezold 
AGAINST THE IDIOCY OF ELECTRONIC ART 

(A lecture of the Free Academy Against Idiocy) 

An idiocy of electronic arts is: If it imitates idiocies already existing instead of doing 
something against these. 

An idiocy is the modern "zeitgeist" or the modern interpretation of time–which is: nothing but 
an idiotic hassle, where humans rush through time and space and when you meet them they 
tell you–I have to rush, I have no time!?!? And this having-no-time of modern Man is idiotic, 
for the working hours having become always shorter and the people always work less: they 
should have more and more time, too!?! Indeed it is like that: Less people work, less time 
they have and that is an idiocy! An idiocy, the results of which are that people rush and race 
around as if they were persecuted by a dragon! An idiocy that is imitated by electronic arts: by 
rushing the images in a way as hectic as possible through the computer or over the screen! 
And when Peter Weibel, the hectic professor, rushes through the landscape, for instance 
through America, from where he gets his ideas and brings along chaos research–nothing to be 
said against it–but well against the fact that he writes more or less the following in a text 
about chaos research: That sitting in a cinema and watching a movie from beginning to end is 
outdated–and that it is modern to rush from cinema to cinema just to see a few seconds of a 
film and then rushing on to the next–this I find idiotic! An idiocy that is not modern, but 
outdated, because people have been rushing around for enough time, which is too long a time 
like apes. All that rush comes from the idiotic "zeitgeist" of consuming "more and faster in 
less time" that has made the world and Man's brain an overstocked curio shop. 

If the electronic arts imitate the idiotic zeitgeist of "more and faster in less time", then it 
rushes more and more images and words through the screen, always faster just because it can 
be done, although it is, in fact, idiotic: for after a few seconds, when the images and sounds 
just rush by, one knows no more what one has heard or seen. This idiocy of doing everything 
that can be done technically is–and be it as idiotic as it is–not only a mental disease of 
electronic arts–but a disease that has done enough mischief all through the twentieth century 
and that is responsible for the Ozone hole and for environment pollution! From this idiocy, 
the electronic arts should learn something, not doing everything that can be done technically, 
but asking themselves whether it makes sense to do so–rushing an enormous number of 
sounds and images over the screen every second is idiotic anyway: for after a short while no 
one remembers what he has seen or heard! What I find so idiotic is: that in exhibitions of 
electronic arts–the greatest attention is paid to what can be done technically, and never to the 
decisive question of whether the feasible is good for humanity or is it noxious? This bombing 
with noise and speedy images is noxious at least for the reason that the quantity of perception 
increases–but the depth and the intensity which is the quality of perception decreases! The 
decrease of the quality of perception is idiotic! This idiocy of electronic art does grieve me 
and hurt me deeply for the reason that I have helped one sector of electronic art to the light of 
day–namely video art and therefore am concerned about its further development! So my 
personal contribution to its development is critical and constructive: By not participating in 
the idiocies of the zeitgeist–like for once that thoughtless doing of everything that can be 
done, for the other that bombing with always more noise and rushing images–but by putting 
forth something against these idiocies: The electronic goddesses of Silence, Concentration, 
and Slowness! 



 

The electronic goddesses of Silence, Concentration, and Slowness 
"The Goddess Body Temple" (1974–1990) 

The unknown planet that had to be discovered and above all to be redesigned from a female 
point-of-view was the naked female body that has been recreated by Friederike Pezold–with 
the electronic medium Video and in a way as the female body had never been seen before in 
the history of Art! The Body of the goddess! A temple within which the body's parts move 
separately like little independent gods and celestially too: With a godly silence that is not 
from this world the body's parts flow from one new movement to the other and create new 
lines, shapes, and images with every new movement. 

The electronic goddesses of Silence, Concentration, and Slowness span the arch between the 
goddesses of the most ancient cultures and the latest, span the largest arch between the oldest 
art and the latest–the Avantgarde! 

 

The electronic goddesses of Silence, Concentration, and Slowness 
"Unter dem Stemenhimmelkleid der Göttin Unsichtbar bekommt die Fantasie Flügel" 
(Under the star sky dress of The Goddess Invisible the fantasy gets wings) (1990)  

This new sculpture is a new Art Observing Apparatus changing the observation of Art–in the 
sense that: the observers, these nervous birds, are not able to go by works of art in such a 
hurry, so superficially, rushing by, but have to take a seat and watch the image with leisure. 
The usual distracted view is focussed as the image can be viewed only through a telescope 
and thus the view is forced to concentrate on one matter only! A way of seeing that decreases 
the quantity of observation, but increases the quality of observation, and makes an end to all 
that rushed, superficial and distracted–and hence abominable observation of Art! 



 

The electronic goddesses of Silence, Concentration, and Slowness 
"Tantra under the Roof of The Moon" 

This new sculpture is a new Art Observing Apparatus changing the observation of Art–in the 
sense that: the observers, these nervous birds, are not able to go by works of art in such a 
hurry, so superficially, rushing by, but have to take a seat and watch the image with leisure. 
The usual distracted view is focussed as the image can be viewed only through a telescope 
and thus the view is forced to concentrate on one matter only! A way of seeing that decreases 
the quantity of observation, but increases the quality of observation, and makes an end to all 
that rushed, superficial and distracted–and hence abominable observation of Art! 

  

 


